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esecuzione dei lavori” (Soil Consolidation Techniques- Practical Handbook for Proper Execution of
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Professional background
I started my career in 1984 at the Geotest s.r.l. in Rome taking care of the geotechnical
instrumentation field through the data collection and analysis.
Particularly I monitored a series of landslides which affected both road and railway viaducts
through piezometers and inclinometers.
Afterwards, during the period between 1985 and 1986, I worked with Rodio S.p.A in the
management of the landslide construction site of Fontivegge in Perugia.
During that time, I was the site manager.
Specifically, we constructed a drainage system of the existing aquifer through a network of large
diameter wells with connecting pipeline and a number of anchors.
During the period between 1987 and 1989, I was site manager of the So.Ge.Me. s.r.l. company giving
me the opportunity to follow an interesting consolidation work in a tunnel implementing a four
meters in diameter pipeline for the aqueduct in Presenzano, to manage a series of works in Spain
regarding the concrete diaphragms for the construction of an artificial railway tunnel in Valencia
and the enlargement of Barcelona fair executing micropile retaining walls and anchors.
In the years 1990 - 1999, I had the opportunity to grow professionally serving as a Project Manager
with Fondedile s.r.l.
In those years, I had the opportunity to manage construction sites that, for the volume of the work
and the executive difficulty, allowed me to gain the necessary skills to manage better both the
technical and human resources provided by the company getting economic and executive results in
accordance with the management expectations.
Specifically I mention, only by way of example, some sites:

-

Subway in Naples: Piazza Vanvitelli Station;
Subway in Naples: Piazza Cavour Station;
Subway in Naples: Salvator Rosa and Camaldoli stations;
High Speed train Rome/Naples.

In May 1999, following the crisis due to Tangentopoli that led to the suspension of the works
entrusted to ICLA S.p.A. regarding the High-Speed Railway and to Fondedile s.r.l. liquidation,
acquired a few years earlier by the same ICLA, I moved on to collaborate with Vipp Lavori S.p.A.
always as a Project Manager.
Since Vipp Lavori was internally organized into two separate structures that differed from each
other by type of work, that is large and small diameter drilling, I was entrusted with all the small
diameter works and therefore I managed autonomously all the staff and the equipment owned by
the company relating to this specific activity.
Therefore, I was able to follow processes of soil consolidation by means of:
-

Cement injections;
Anchors;
Micropiles;
Jet-grouting;
Forepoling in tunnels.

In addition to the management of construction sites, my tasks were to manage the relationships
with customers, construction supervision, subcontractors, suppliers and the economic study for the
tenders.
Therefore, thanks to Vipp Lavori, I had the opportunity to expand further my skills by
autonomously managing the various projects and dealing directly with the ownership regarding
the economic results achieved.
During the period 2001 - 2004, I had the opportunity to offer my skills for the technical management
of the company Marchese s.r.l.
During this time, I was able to organize, manage and acquire all the works done by this company
planning with the ownership all the activities.
In 2004 and until the end of 2009 I worked again with Vipp Lavori S.p.A. that having acquired two
relevant contracts in Spain, offered me the role of Director of the Spanish branch.
Of course, I accepted with enthusiasm and we set up, based in Barcelona, the Vipp Trabajos y
Cimentaciones Especiales S.L.
Therefore I directed all the activities of this company by managing not only the sites and the
relationships with customers, but also dealing the company administrative aspects both in regard
to the personnel employed (recruitment, payrolls, etc...) that for the aspects concerning the
invoicing, collections, payments, relationships with banks, etc..
Even in this case I directly dealt with the ownership, solely for the results achieved in accordance
with the budget.

Some of the most interesting construction sites I made at that
time were:
-

The new terminal of Barcelona airport;
A shopping mall in Badalona (Barcelona);
Line 9 Subway in Barcelona;
High-speed railway Madrid – Barcelona;
ENEL power station in Algeciras.

Unfortunately, in 2009 we decided to close the Spanish
company due to a reduction of our activity following the crisis in the construction industry in Spain.
In 2010, Vipp Lavori S.p.A. entrusted me the management of a number of construction sites in
France; I worked one year more with them before accepting a new job offer.
During the period 2011 - 2014, I worked with Gruppo Papa
s.r.l. as Production Manager of all the construction sites in
Italy.
My tasks were to coordinate the contract and site managers
of the company in the management of the works, ensuring
the expected results according to the budget drawn up and
agreed with the various managers.
At the same time, I had to support the sales department in
the evaluation of economic analysis for the tenders in which
the company intended to participate.
In May 2014 Gruppo Papa s.r.l. suspended its business activities and required a special redundancy
fund for its entire staff due to lack of new orders.
Currently, I am looking for new job opportunities that allow me to grow further professionally and
I look forward to helping a new company to reach its own goals.

Language skills:
Excellent command of both written and spoken Spanish.
Working knowledge of both written and spoken English.
Elementary knowledge of French.

Computer skills:
Excellent command of all Office applications.
Command of the main applications such as Autocad, WinProject and PowerPoint.
Experience in the development of application programs for both technical and economic needs of
management of the works.

Additional personal information:
Holding driving license.
Lover of astronomy and motorsports.
I regularly perform both road cycling and training in the gym.

I authorize the processing of my personal data in accordance with the Italian Legislative Decree
dated 30 June 2003, no. 196 “Code Concerning the Personal Data Protection”.

